Course Design Express 2021
Fast track your course planning efforts for Fall/Winter 2021-22

Course Design Express will enable you to:
- Review influencing factors that will shape course decisions in the term ahead
- Revisit, revise, or write course level learning outcomes to guide design
- Plan for instructional strategies and learner activities with technology in mind
- Design assessments and develop assignment resources
- Purposefully plan for community, communication, and clear course policies

Work through guided content in ways that work for you:
- **Quick Dip** Activities take no more than 20 minutes to complete. Key concepts and essential tasks are introduced.
- **Deep Dive** Jumping off from the quick dip, activities take you further into action on course design in 30-50 minutes.
- **Community Pool** Join synchronous workshops for conversation, feedback, and consultation.

How to Register and Get Designing:
- **Self-Paced** Get access to onQ and work over the summer
- **Bootcamp** Facilitated with more structure: June 14 - 18, 2021
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